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TRIPLE CANOPY // BÉTONSALON //
SALON POPULAIRE
NOTES ON
VOLUME NUMBER 1

The official magazine of the auditorium.
4 November, 11:00–19:00: Bétonsalon is a nonprofit
centre for art and research in Paris. Bétonsalon
works with cultural practitioners, researchers, students, and teachers, developing a space of reflection and confrontation at the confluence of art and
academic research. For Bétonsalon’s contribution
to ‘Simple Rational Approximations,’ associate
director Anna Colin, in conversation with with
Kodwo Eshun, has convened ‘The Mr. Freedom
Summit’, which presents sixteen projects responding to William Klein’s obscure anti-imperialist
satire Mr. Freedom (1968), which has been called
‘conceivably the most anti-American movie ever
made.’ These interventions reflect upon the film’s
formal and political vocabulary while drawing connections to other practices in the realm of experimental and militant filmmaking.

IMPERFECT BINDING
Triple Canopy
A version of a collectively
authored, regularly revised
text on publication, technology,
and power.

Images, left to right,
top to bottom: Poster
for Lassie,1954–73;
knife; political poster
from the USSR, date
unknown, courtesy
Egon Schiele Art
Centrum; Duncan
Campbell, Make It
New John, 2009;
Simon Martin & Ed
Atkins, Untitled.
Strawberry Poison
Dart Frog: Demuxed,
2008–11; Sophokle,
Antigone, Jena, 1901;
Nicolas Poussin,
Landscape with a
Calm, 1650–51; Hito
Steyerl, In Free Fall,
2010; G. W. F. Hegel,
The Phenomenology
of Spirit, 1806;
How I Met Your
Mother, 2005–;
Christian Volckman,
Renaissance, 2006;
tower; the artist.

5 November, 11:00–19:00: Triple Canopy is an online
magazine, workspace, and platform for editorial
and curatorial activities based in New York, Los
Angeles, and Berlin. Triple Canopy’s contribution
to ‘Simple Rational Approximations’ is ‘Factual
Decoys’, a magazine in action, imperfectly bound,
with a table and chairs in place of pages (but with
pages, too). All articles are works-in-progress, subject to revision by Artissima attendees, each circling around a single object: the interface, the artworld press release, the online message board, the
DeLorean automobile.

E. Worker: I don’t think anybody has the
right to sell jobs, or to buy jobs. The redundancy thing—you take the fact that somebody has just sold their job for two hundredodd pound.
Worker: A lot of the workforce here felt that
this place had no chance of surviving.
Worker: Yeah, but this didn’t start yesterday. They did the same thing at the docks.
We have to fight this. The trade union movement as a whole has to fight this.
Worker: You can’t carry on a sit-in with
forty people.

The Artist
Thesis and Form

VOLUME NUMBER 1 consists of materials prepared by Triple Canopy, Salon Populaire, and
Bétonsalon for ‘Simple Rational Approximations’, a curatorial programme organised by Artissima 18. ‘Simple Rational Approximations,’ conceived by artist Lara Favaretto in collaboration
with Artissima director Francesco Manacorda, is
a provisional institution that reworks the traditional functions of contemporary art museums,
from the permanent collection to the education
department to the storage facility. On successive
days during Artissima, which takes place 4–6 November 2011 in Turin, Italy, Triple Canopy, Salon
Populaire, and Bétonsalon will present programmes in the ‘Simple Rational Approximations’
auditorium, described below.
This publication also inaugurates a new project
by Triple Canopy: Volume Number is a publication
cycle that reimagines the magazine as a framework for activities that occur beyond—but are ultimately enfolded by, and digested within—its
pages. In the coming months and years, Triple
Canopy will produce a series of publications, in
formats ranging from the broadsheet to the PDF
to the poster, that emerge from and feed back
into discussions, workshops, and other public engagements. The publications aim to be generative
rather than documentary, absorbing these engagements rather than merely representing them. Instead of just printing the work of artists and writers, Volume Number will provide a variable space for
thinking through—and collaboratively enacting—
the practice of publication and instantiating the
public spaces magazines purport to produce in the
world. A second edition of Volume Number, elaborating on the discussions that take place at Artissima 18 and expanding the original publication, will
be made available in the following months, in print
and online.

B. John DeLorean is a success story. Making
it on his own; the entrepreneur. Everything
that appeals to the US pioneer spirit…They
are saying that this is a super car, which
could mean a super dream for a lot of people
who live in West Belfast.

F. Reporter: What do you think of Mr.
DeLorean now?
Worker: I never met him.
Reporter: Your job is clearly very important
to who you are.
Worker: My work made me feel less alone.
In a way I like getting up to it, then back
home to—
Reporter: What will you do if this is taken
away?
Worker: I’ve never been unemployed.
Reporter: What does the future hold?
Worker: I think the vast majority of trade
union members support us.
Worker: We’ve got letters, but nothing else.
F
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HISTORY
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INTERNATIONAL
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12. Model of ‘the Toyota Way,’
in Low Sui Pheng, ‘Bridging
Western Management Theories
and Japanese Management
Practices: Case of the
Toyota Way Model’, 2011.

5. Method of wearing hand
leathers, in Frank Gilbreth,
Bricklaying System, 1909.

4. Pilot in an Argus long-range
patrol aircraft, 1972.

Galloway in Protocol, which examines the technical rules and standards that govern relationships
across the Internet. ‘It must be anti-diversity. It
must promote standardization in order to enable
openness.’ All this is achieved through self-regulation by individual participants, which makes for a
curious system of governance. Everyone obeys the
rules, but no one enforces them.

Charting the insurgent idiom
of the art-world press release.

5

Towards the
relationship between
interface and labour.
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Alix Rule & David Levine
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10. Heat map of Facebook
homepage, 2010.

1. Motion study, in Frank Gilbreth,
Bricklaying System, 1909.
2. Ford Motor Company River Rouge
Complex, Dearborn, MI, 1928.

13. Saab advertisement, 1980s.

6. Early head-mounted video camera.

WE PROPOSE THAT the globalised social world of contemporary art has developed its
own written language. E-flux, the email announcement service, is both an instrument and
a metonym of communication in that world. What follows is part of an ongoing study of
International Art English, based on an analysis of e-flux’s corpus of press releases from
1999 to the present. The study tracks the deformation of critical theory by curators,
gallerists, and (most importantly) interns, and determines how the press release—
occasionally construed as a pedagogical tool and a form of publication, or treated as a
democratic substitute for the traditional art magazine—has come to shape art production
and viewership. Below is a statistical sketch of usage of the noun ‘space’ in a sample of eflux announcements from 2003 through 2009. The rank of each formulation is calculated
in relation to its frequency in standard English, as captured in the New Model Corpus.
We display the occurrences of four specific formulations (e.g. ‘space for encounter’) as
they actually appear in the pool of e-flux announcements.
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Caleb Waldorf

11. A. Acquisti & S. Spiekermann,
‘Do Pop-ups Pay Off?
Economic effects of
attention-consuming’, 2009.

3. Feeding machine, in Charlie Chaplin,
Modern Times, 1936.

14. Facebook user interface, 2005.

7. Douglas Engelbart,
demonstration of experimental
computer technologies (‘the
mother of all demos’), 1968.
8. Trial of early prototype
of chorded keyboard.
9. Apple Computer
advertisement, 1980s.

C

6 November, 11:00–19:00: Salon Populaire is a meeting
point for conversations about art and neighbouring
topics in Berlin, a space for the convergence of different ideas, positions, and contexts that spans the privacy of an apartment and the publicness of an institution. For ‘Simple Rational Approximations’, Salon
Populaire and Daniel Tyradellis have organized ‘The
T-I-T-L-E-E-R’, which takes five films produced by
Chisenhale Gallery and screened at Artissima as the
starting point for an experiment in collaborative
thinking: to what extent is film a medium that unites
other media, and what opportunities and limits does
this alliance represent? How might we look at films
associatively, analytically, and critically?

D. Reporter: Sir, can I ask you exactly how
much you’ve been given?
Worker: Two hundred forty pounds.
Reporter: What do you think about that?
Worker: It’s not very good at all.
E
B

IMPERFECT BINDING //
A COMPACT VISUAL HISTORY //
INTERNATIONAL ART ENGLISH //
ANONYMITY AS CULTURE // WHERE
WE'RE GOING WE DON'T NEED
ROADS // THE T-I-T-L-E-E-R //
MR. FREEDOM SPEAKS
VOLUME
NUMBER 1
Responsible parties: Edited by Alexander Provan. Designed by Alex Lesy. Copyedited by Joshua Bauchner. Published by Triple Canopy. Produced by
Artissima. Printed 1 November 2011 in Turin, Italy, by Tipografia Ideal.

Marty: Wow, it’s a DeLorean, right? Doc: Stay with me, all your questions will be answered. Doc: If my calculations are correct, when this baby hits 88 miles per hour you’re gonna see some serious
shit. // Marty: Wait a second, Doc, are you telling me you built a time machine out of a DeLorean? Doc: The way I see it, if you’re going to build a time machine into a car, why not do it with some style?
Besides, the stainless steel construction made the flux dispersal—look out!

The Political
History and Responsibility
C. DeLorean’s sales have been doing very
poorly in the United States despite the fact
that other luxury cars have been doing very
well. This is going to make the situation
very difficult for him to raise money in the
United States.
A. Reporter: Is the company now all right
financially? Or will you have to go back to
the government?
DeLorean: It’s not our plan at this point in
time.

John Delorean: ‘What we have done is we have designed cars specifically for the American way of living.’ // ‘Obviously the most serious problem that an
automobile company or a bank faces is the illusion of credibility in the marketplace. As soon as somebody says there’s a problem, failure becomes inevitable.’

D

The Protagonist
Reception and Narration
A

Salon Populaire/
Ellen Blumenstein & Daniel Tyradellis

you wish to discern the lines
of the border. And for that
reason you would like to
know what I mean when I
pronounce the t-i-t-l-e-e-r.’

THE
T-I-T-L-E-E-R
‘You want to see the shore,

Contributors: David Auerbach is a writer living in New York. // Ellen Blumenstein is an independent curator based in Berlin, where she is a member of the
curatorial collective the Office and an organizer of Salon Populaire. // Anna Colin is the associate director of Bétonsalon in Paris. // Taraneh Fazeli is a
contributing editor of Triple Canopy. // Wayne Koestenbaum has published thirteen books of poetry, nonfiction, and fiction, including Humiliation, Hotel
Theory, and Best-Selling Jewish Porn Films. He lives in New York. // Alex Lesy is a designer who lives in Brooklyn. He is the design director of Bookforum
and senior designer of Artforum. // David Levine is an artist based in Berlin and Brooklyn. He has performed and presented projects at the Museum of
Modern Art (New York), Mass MoCA, and François Ghebaly Gallery (Los Angeles). // Alexander Provan is the editor of Triple Canopy and a contributing
editor of Bidoun. // Alix Rule is a critic and sociologist living in New York City. // Benjamin Tiven is an artist and writer living in New York. // Daniel Tyradellis
is a philosopher and curator. His research includes subjects such as the philosophy of immanence, transference in the sciences, and the exhibition as a
‘third space’. // Caleb Waldorf is the creative director of Triple Canopy and a committee member of the Public School. He lives in Berlin.

4chan is already designed to deal with these issues.
By being anonymous, they not only remove ego
from the users (which might be why they’re such
dicks to everyone else) it also combines the power
of every member into one force, which we’ve seen
them use to great effect. I like the way you described them as self-exiled. That’s exactly what
they wanted. By making it difficult and uncomfortable to become one of them, they keep their
numbers low and they give value to membership.
So, all that strange and alienating content becomes
a wall that the users can take shelter behind.

The A in A-culture stands for many things: accelerated, anarchy, anonymous, anti-, arbitrary,
arch, asshole, attack, audacity, autonomous,
auto-, ‘A’. Oftentimes people who have interacted with one another for years will maintain
pseudonyms. Even when participants partially
abandon anonymity by revealing themselves in
videos or pictures, or by talking about their lives,
the revelation is momentary.
Thanks to its economies of ironising and offence, A-culture resists being absorbed into the
mainstream even as its memes permeate sanitised
sites like knowyourmeme and OhInternet. The
drive, among participants, to resist the appropriation of A-culture was summed up by Reddit user
ineedbeta:
I enjoy the fact that everybody who’s posted to
convey revulsion will more than likely end up
downloading and watching the film anyway. This
could only be better if the three parties in question were members of this forum. This is the
greatest event to happen in Something Awful history. Ever. Or the worst. We are the bad people.
The monsters that hide in a closed membership
only forum, pooling resources to buy what
amounts to the most hosed up pay for sex request
ever. When every other site on Geocities is scat
swapping fan fiction, I expect all of you to help
crash their sites. Because you boys have just invented a brand new kind of digital cancer. And it
makes me laugh so hard.
—Anonymous post about SWAP.avi, from SomethingAwful.com forum

ried on the struggle against bad consciousness
but still knew how to party’, he wrote. ‘Imagine a
Nietzsche with good digestion… Sort of a spiritual hedonism, an actual Path of Pleasure, vision
of a good life which is both noble and possible,
rooted in a sense of the magnificent over-abundance of reality.’
Bey may have anticipated the form of the kind of
space provided by A-culture, but its content is considerably less idyllic than that of his Dionysian
paradise: masquerade is integral; suspicion, pranking, and unreality are pervasive; people join groups
without revealing any more about themselves than
they wish. A-culture has different rules.

A consideration of the DeLorean automobile, its iconic status and material history, as shown in artist Duncan Campbell’s film Make
It New John (2009), ‘a parody of the American myth of mobility’, and Robert Zemeckis’s Back to the Future (1985), in which John
DeLorean appears in the figure of Doc to restore the fetish quality of the American automobile. Make It New John is being screened,
alongside excerpts of Back to the Future, as part of Triple Canopy's ‘Factual Decoys’ programme at Artissima 18.

‘WHERE WE’RE GOING
WE DON’T NEED ROADS'

‘THE T-I-T-L-E-E-R’ INTENDS to develop a (different) discourse
around film by creating a test basis for a shared conversation (outside
of disciplinary borders, but also beyond interdisciplinarity). Three
screenings and discussions in the form of thematic blocks approach
the individual films associatively, analytically, and critically. The
starting point for each discussion is a collage of scenes from the selected films responding, respectively, to the themes of ‘The
Protagonist’, ‘The Political’, and ‘The Artist.’ Participants offer
their own ideas and perspectives, forming an intersection of approaches to thinking through the films in relation to these themes.
‘The Protagonist’ considers how the construction of actors and the
staging of their activities affects the viewer. ‘The Political’ considers
the potential of the medium as a means of orientation and persuasion.
How do films construct history, and how does film then operate within that construction? ‘The Artist’ considers questions of form, immanent rules, and principles of filmmaking. How does the artist make
herself visible in the film, and connect the film’s thesis and its form?
The films screened are as follows: Duncan Campbell, Make It
New John, 2009; Melanie Gilligan, Popular Unrest, 2010; Anja
Kirscher & David Panos, The Last Days of Jack Sheppard, 2009; Simon Martin & Ed Atkins, Untitled. Strawberry Poison Dart Frog:
Demuxed, 2008–11; Hito Steyerl, In Free Fall, 2010.

Circa 2007: We were lackeys
clamouring for the privilege of
working long hours in an entrylevel positions, or becoming
so accustomed to interning
that we considered it an occupation. We were enthusiastic
about providing the data flow
that Google channels through
PageRank to generate enormous wealth for itself and its
advertisers. We were friends
sacrificing our ‘free time’ to collective endeavors, without much
monetary reward but compelled
by a bond of affection, though it
may have at times seemed unidirectional. We would have
been mercenaries, who at least
understood their situation and
insist on payment upfront. But
we followed what we thought to
be our own desires—and found
they often lead to the fulfillment
of others’ needs.
Our mission was highly circumscribed: the Internet seems
convulsed by horror vacui, with
surfaces cluttered and margins
covered. We found our attention
yanked towards some errant
blinking in our peripheral vision.
Constantly, reading deteriorated into skimming. We thought
to slow down the Internet, to
reproduce the absorptive experience that print still afforded us,
while also incorporating the
web’s particular capacities. The
trick was to do this in a manner
somehow centripetal, so that
the various elements would mutually reinforce one’s focus.
We eventually found that
while access to the Internet is
available to all, that access is
contingent on the adherence
to specific technical standards
and protocols. These are the
rules and recommendations
that govern how web addresses are structured, determine
how information packets travel
from one computer to another,
and dictate how a browser interprets the HTML of a page correctly. Some aspects of protocol
are quite rigid, others incredibly
flexible. All must be followed. ‘In
order for protocol to enable radically distributed communications between autonomous entities, it must employ a strategy
of universalization, and of
homogeneity’, writes Alexander
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16. Facebook, 2007.
17. Facebook, 2009.
18. Facebook, 2010.
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BEFORE FACEBOOK and Twitter became avenues for advertising ourselves and our careers,
before online dating became not only acceptable
but preferable to the alternatives, before so much
of our relationships came to be conducted online,
social spaces on the Internet were occupied by
people who sought anonymity. Members of online hacker and geek circles in the 1980s and ’90s
found acceptance more easily in communities
based on nameless, faceless, written discourse,
rather than sitting in a room speaking with another person. With the ubiquity of the Internet, a
culture emerged from these communities. The
participants, many of them teenagers, many of
them alienated and estranged from the cultural
mainstream, grew more diverse as computer literacy increased. Today, those participants occasionally seem to encompass the mainstream. At
Occupy Wall Street and around the world in recent months, protesters have donned the Guy
Fawkes masks identified with Anonymous, the
anarchistic collective that emerged from obscurity after a series of attacks in the past few years on
targets as disparate as the Church of Scientology
and financial institutions refusing to transfer
funds to WikiLeaks.
The political outgrowths of this movement
have attracted the most attention. They include
Anonymous and other anarcho-libertarian tendrils like LulzSec and Antisec. Beneath the politics and the constant generation (and preservation) of memes such as Lolcats, though, there
lies the question of the rhetorical and philological characteristics of this culture of anonymity,
which I will call A-culture. As members’ activities are mostly constrained to the new medium
of online forums, the nature of their social
interactions have a distinct character, owing to
the uniquely realtime, multiparticipant nature
of the written communication. A-culture’s social-libertarian ethos and abundance of obscenity are partly consequences of the nature of the
medium, not just the nature of the participants.
A-culture evolved symbiotically with a form
perfectly matched to its content. Rather than
examining what factors led people to choose
to be anonymous, I want to ask what effect being anonymous has on peoples’ interactions in
these forums.
In 1991, anarchist writer Hakim Bey described
the Temporary Autonomous Zone, a space in
which people would be freed from structures of
social control, based on the incipient world of
electronic bulletin board systems. ‘In the face of
contemporary pecksniffian anaesthesia we’ll
erect a whole gallery of forebears, heros who carWhat follows is an excerpt from a longer essay to be
published in issue 15 of Triple Canopy’s online magazine this winter.

David Auerbach

Between hactivism and something awful

ANONYMITY AS CULTURE

and sustained by face-to-face
encounters. And then there is a
second form of ‘friendship’ operating online, which has become endemic to online publication and nudges the message board toward the revenue-generating social network:
that of semianonymous commenting in response to content
published by the owner of the
platform (as opposed to the
non-hierarchical nature of
anonymous forums and IRC
rooms). In the Web 2.0 world
such features are thought to
harbour the promise of virtual
communities, with passive
readers becoming active participants, and each article initiating a frenzy of productive
conversation.
This logic rests on the assumption that the Internet—specifically Web 2.0—has the capacity to facilitate a truly democratic process: the more voices
that can contribute, the more
that may be heard, the greater
our ability to arrive at a reasonable consensus, and so on. But
this is not a plausible description of our actual public sphere,
online or offline. (Which helps
explain why we now see new
forms of politics emerging
around modes of communication and organization that reject
that process.) As political theorist Jodi Dean argues, the proliferation of communication
doesn’t automatically enliven
debate. The multiplicity of voices tend to drown each other
out; the dream of digital democracy gives way to pure noise.
‘The circulation of content in
the dense, intensive networks
of global communications relieves top-level actors (corporate, institutional, and governmental) from the obligation to
respond’, Dean writes. Drawing
on the work of Chantal Mouffe
and Ernesto Laclau, Dean argues that true democracy depends on antagonism, which is
precisely what can’t happen
when messages zip past each
other in frictionless circuits,
when speech decomposes in a
comments section. ‘There is no
response because there is no
arrival. There is just the contribution to circulating content.’
The dream of digital democracy
is a world in which technology
is naturalised, as if there were
no historical actors, as if things
couldn’t have turned out otherwise—a world without power,
never mind control.
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spaces Rather, they play with our traditional
space in a very anti-monumental way, challenging
space and seek for interaction among different
space that the Town Hall plans to develop (For
spaces, and public and private interiors. Even
space from the field of creation. The present
space and discover the 100 chairs designed and
spaces in an exploration of ideologically and
spaces or debates. Phantom Sightings traces these

intervene (N in i n)
Corpus: e-flux
Hits: 9 (1.9 per million)
file224123 exploring how Charney’s work intervenes in urban
file225281 his ability to intervene in the exhibitive
file225786 calls for projects that intervene in public
file225786 The project will intervene in a specific
file226997 Republic) intervenes in both urban public
file233585 projecting and intervening in the public
file222665 by Hans Ulrich Obrist to intervene in the
file223027 demonstrations Hayes intervenes in public
file223406 that artists use to intervene in public

space for dialogue, performance, action and
space for dialogue among a number of writers,
space for dialogue and professional growth for
space for dialogue on the Near East, Europe and
space for dialogue and encounter. The exhibition
spaces for dialogue and shared experience in contexts

dialogue (N for i)
Corpus: e-flux
Hits: 6 (1.2 per million)
file231658 El Ágora, envisioned as a new public
file231722 The seminar is conceived of as a
file227660 The residency is intended to create a
lLE CONCEIVED AND DElNED s -EDITERRANEANS !
file228709 its construction and dimensions—a natural
file228745 by artists (community education projects,

space of the Gallery of Contemporary Art, later
space based on ‘human relations’, an atmosphere
space for changing audio and video displays.
space for the accompanying lectures and workshops
space ‘for typography. Book Launch: Friday
space for four exhibitions at a time. Brannon
space to welcome visitors and neighbors alike
space for short presentations, such as panels

serve (N as i N)
Corpus: e-flux
Hits: 8 (1.6 per million)
file223549 itself, which for years served as the main
file224046 and advice. It served as a mediatory open
file224700 will be a media library and will serve as a
file227035 and information that will also serve as a
file233551 program, serving as an additional ‘exhibition
file222567 the wunderkammer, which will serve as a
file222862 a café that will serve as a multipurpose
file228673 The Art Salon program serves as an open

space for encounters, exhibitions and artists
space for encounter, reflection, debate and
spaces for encounter and collaboration, for exchanges
space for encounters with art. In addition
space for often bizarre encounters that are informed

encounter (N of i)
Corpus: e-flux
Hits: 5 (1.0 per million)
file223838 including ‘L’appartement 22’, an experimental
file224206 action. This exhibition is proposed as a
file225807 galleries will be transformed into a studio with
file234508 artists and art lovers and create a fresh
file228527 They contain theatrical elements and leave

Source code doesn’t furnish browsers with
a layout but rather instructions for one; a web page
is created anew each time someone requests to
view it. Vertical scrolling became the norm in part
because it could easily accommodate these serial
instances of interpretation. Programming may
aspire to an ideal design, but overall the Internet
privileges variation and difference; the frequent
ruptures between design and protocol lead to selfregulation, conformity. Galloway’s argument elaborates on Gilles Deleuze’s ‘Postscript on the
societies of control’, which suggests the enclosed
institutions of the discipline society—the barracks,
the school, the prison—have given way
to the continuous, open-ended topologies of control societies. Power is no longer exercised at fixed
coordinates along clear lines of force; rather,
power is pervasive and operates subtly. Instead
of bowing to disciplinary procedures, autonomous
agents internalise their directives. Computer protocol is a prime example of control at work; everything on the Internet follows regulations despite
the lack of punitive measures. Statistics play a key
role: persons are broken down into aggregates of
information (social security numbers, IP addresses, biometrics). ‘Individuals have become “dividuals”, and masses, samples, data, markets, or
“banks”’, Deleuze writes.
An online publication may have individual readers
who share their impressions with the editors, but
such a publication is read by many more dividuals.
When the data indicates that visitors are not using a
site as intended, you enter a feedback loop, making
minute adjustments in response to statistical results.
That’s the paradox of control: you want to do what it
wants you to do.
You can reliably identify a print magazine on the
basis of a certain material construction and system
of distribution. Employ the same logic to designate
an online publication, and you wind up calling it a
website that regularly posts new content—which
applies equally well to the platforms of law firms
and to the message boards and Internet Relay
Chat (IRC) rooms that fuel groups like Anonymous.
There’s nothing specific to the design or dissemination of an online magazine; nor is there anything
constraining. Readers may participate simply by
reading; or perhaps the reading material consists
of a forum where a distributed denial-of-service attack on PayPal is being planned, and participation
involves joining the fracas, or merely cheering as the
situation unfolds.
The Internet has turned readers into users, and
made ‘friendship’ into a term of political economy.
Beyond the common culture that binds a group
like Anonymous—and which is inseparable from a
mode of interaction particular to the form of communication engendered by the message board—
there are the connections maintained across socialnetworking sites: affiliations of varying professional
and personal intensity, aided and abetted by communication technology but usually stemming from
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This is the scene where Mr. Freedom
gets stripped. His body isn’t that
great. It’s not that I need to point out
every nude male body; the fact is that
Mr. Freedom only is Mr. Freedom
because of his uniform. Here he’s just
this male body with three stigmata.
There is a strange excess of opportunities to look at his crotch in this
scene. What’s so funny about the
crotch is that it’s held within this
weird jockstrap netting that looks
like a veil through which we can see
the package—but maybe it’s a void,
with nothing there.

The scene opens with this weird crotch shot of Mr. Freedom; the F for freedom is also an F for
faggot. Often he’s called fascist, and whenever we don’t get the second syllable, I always think
they’re going to say ‘faggot’. I’m not going to push a gay reading of Mr. Freedom, but I will say
that for us to mock too readily the character of Mr. Freedom, or see him as laughable and despicable, is to participate in a homophobic bashing of this weird, studly nobody.
Where his penis should be there’s a tiny nipple protuberance that seems more like a clitoris;
it’s strange. His crotch codpiece is actually a vagina, it has these two strips . . . Mr. Freedom
reminds me of Harpo Marx, who often has this idiotic look on his face—complete stupor. Mr.
Freedom also reminds me of my favourite porn star, Ben Dodge. Google ‘Ben Dodge’, look at
pictures of him, and you’ll understand the similarity.

I have chosen this scene from Mr. Freedom because it does not neatly
correspond to any ideological message. To me, it’s the moment when
the film accidentally departs from its program or message and enters
the realm that Roland Barthes so famously and dearly called the ‘third
meaning’—the obvious meanings are depleted and we get a vacation
from dogma and programming. We enter a different film, a novel of
manners, a domestic drama, featuring a man who doesn’t desire, a
kind of anhedonic robot dummy.

FOR ITS CONTRIBUTION to ‘Simple Rational Approximations’, Bétonsalon has convened
‘The Mr. Freedom Summit’, which presents sixteen projects responding to William
Klein’s obscure anti-imperialist satire Mr. Freedom (1968). The film has been described as
‘conceivably the most anti-American movie ever made, but only an American (albeit an
expatriate living in France) could have made it.’ John Abbey plays Mr. Freedom, an inane
superhero sent to France to fight the shadowy French Anti-Freedom (FAF) organisation,
along with the Stalinist Moujik Man and the Maoist Red China Man. Delphine Seyrig plays
Marie-Madeleine, the sexy double agent who compromises Mr. Freedom’s mission.
What follows are excerpts from Notes on Mr. Freedom (2011), a sixteen-minute video in
which writer Wayne Koestenbaum dissects a single scene of Klein’s political cartoon.

By Wayne Koestenbaum & Benjamin Tiven

He called me a fascist.’

MR.
FREEDOM
SPEAKS
‘Did you hear that?

Marie-Madeleine: What are you talking about?

Mr. Freedom: Me, you, all of us. Freedom.

Marie-Madeleine: What if who’s wrong?

Mr. Freedom: What if we’re wrong?

Marie-Madeleine: Come on baby, beddy-bye.

Marie-Madeleine: What does he know?

Mr. Freedom: Did you hear that?
He called me a fascist.

Marie-Madeleine: Naw, come on. Take
off your old uniform, it’ll keep you from
sleeping and besides, it scratches. Voila.

Mr. Freedom: He was afraid of me.

Marie-Madeleine: Come on, you.

Delphine Seyrig, when she’s speaking English with her French accent, is
not at one with the line. This is an effect that Hollywood actresses know
very well. However vapid they were
supposed to be (witness Elizabeth
Taylor), they knew: say the line, but
say it flatly, say it too breathily, pause
in the wrong place in the middle of it,
twist a word slightly. Interject a little
bit of difference and dissonance into
something that’s supposed to be consistent and monolingual.

‘What are you tock-king
about.’ ‘Tock-king about?’
She defamiliarises the
word. Is this French intellectual scepticism pitted
against American naïveté
or bravado? Or just the resources of cinema and performance pitted against
ideas and content? What is
the orange furniture supposed to represent? Good
taste, bad taste, American
taste? Plastic? Orangeness? W hat did orange
mean in 1969? W hy is
her hair orange? Why is
everything orange? What
do we make of the monochrome? Even the scotchtape dispenser is orange.
And we don’t know why
Delphine Seyrig is using
the scotch tape dispenser—
she’s using it because it’s
orange. It matches.

‘Get your beauty sleep, you’ve got to re-coop-er-ate.’ She
must have learned that intonation from the Warhol Factory.
She’s talking to a faggot. I don’t want to participate in the
gay-bashing narrative that this film opens up—that one of the
reasons we should despise Americans is that they’re faggots. There are plenty of reasons to despise the imperialists,
but faggotry isn’t a good reason. Mr. Freedom doesn’t really like women, he just wants to lie around and get his beauty sleep—that’s actually Mr. Freedom at his best, as a succulent, indifferent hustler whose gun is put to sleep.

Marie-Madeleine: Okay,
get your beauty sleep.
You’ve got to recuperate.

Mr. Freedom: I don’t feel good.

Marie-Madeleine: Well, you’re
not going to listen to that stupid
kid? Now, hey! Come here, you!

Mr. Freedom: What do you
mean? You heard him, didn’t
ya? Now nobody likes me.

Marie-Madeleine: What are
you getting so nervous about?

do like him; everybody likes him.

Marie-Madeleine: My darling, you

Little boy: I don’t care about his old uniform! I
don’t like him, and he’ll kill me, Mr. Freedom!

Mr. Freedom. If you’re
good you can wear his uniform.

musn’t be scared, my big boy. He’s sweet,

Marie-Madeleine: Shhh. Now you

Little boy: Mama, mama, it’s Mr. Freedom!
Oh Mama, I’m scared, it’s Mr. Freedom!

Mr. Freedom: They call me Freedom.

Little boy: What’s your name, mister?

One thing I want to point out about
Delphine Seyrig is her diction. She
chants the name Mr. Freedom. By responding as a French speaker to this
American word with ironic sibilance
and extra breathing, she turns it into
music, she turns the sign away from
its meaning. ‘Mr. Freeeedom.’ ‘You do
like him, everybody likes him.’
This scene allows us to see masculinity as stupor, not as outwardly
directed, conscious, programmatic
aggression. And maybe that’s the
more complicated message of this
film: that American masculinity is
sleepwalking.

Mr. Freedom: You wouldn’t, huh?
Well, I would. I’ll tell you what we
got out of it all. You’re clappy,
crappy sicknesses. Your doubt.
Your hate. You infected us. Now
nobody believes in nothing
anymore. Nobody loves nobody.

Marie-Madeleine: Ah,
I wouldn’t say that!

Mr. Freedom: You can start your
wars all right, but you needed us to
finish it. Right? Right. What did
it get us? Gratitude? My ass.

If homosexuality is ‘the same’,
William Klein filming one man
looking at himself in the mirror,
with one reflection, is already
triplicate—because the viewer
sees it. But this is one man looking and finding three of himself,
seen by William Klein, seen also
by the viewer: we watch William
Klein watch Mr. America see
himself three times. Which is really strange.

Here we have Mr. Freedom’s
vagina. I don’t think that there
are enough people talking about
men’s vaginas. It’s a point I
make a lot. Obviously they’re
merely concept ual in most
cases. But the question is: what
can we learn by positing that
men have vaginas of their
own? William Klein knew that
phantasm. Here we have Mr.
Freedom undressed, and there
are his labia! It’s not subtle.

We’re outside of time, narrative,
program. What’s the message
here: that America is disabled, infantile, narcissistically self-absorbed, sleepy, retarded? Yes,
that’s all true. But much more ambiguous and mysterious and unclassifiable is this strange, dopey,
oversized baby of a man, in a costume, stumbling to the bathroom,
without any extradiagetic sound.
We’re in documentary realtime.

